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CRTA News

& Initiatives

In last month’s edition of RegTech Exclusive we
we brought you news about the collaboration
between the CRTA and the Digital Governance

Council. Collaboratively we are working
towards the development of a Workshop

Agreement that will outline minimum
 requirements for  vendor solutions’

incorporating elements of AI/ML into their
products and services. The intent of this work

is to minimize a Jnancial institutions’
operational, compliance, and reputational risks
as well as shorten the time to agree terms. The
value in a Workshop Agreement is that it can

promote market development by enabling
players to negotiate in an open environment to
achieve understanding and coordination and it
is the Jrst step towards developing a National

Standard of Canada and  shapes the direction
of future standards by documenting best

practices and providing a roadmap to improve
quality and interoperability. The draft is now

available for public review and comment
until March 10th.

Read here

CRTA Upcoming Events

Can Crypto Ever Truly be Regulated –
Conversation with Tom Ward from Cube

Global
The integration of digital assets into our global

Jnancial system continues to raise many
questions. Has crypto hit the mainstream? If
so, what regulations should apply? Should

characteristics of the underlying technology
play a role in how it’s regulated? And can

crypto ever be truly regulated at all? 
In this episode, Charlene Sebastian Head of

Client Success at MinervaAI and Strategic
Advisor with the CRTA, talks with Tim Ward,
Head of Product at CUBE a global regulatory
insights Jrm based in the United Kingdom

about their latest report “Cryptopia: Regulation
and Crypto on a CliV Edge” to explore the

answers to these questions and more.

Listen here
“Cryptopia: Regulation and Crypto on a CliV

Edge” explores the answers to these questions
and more.
Read here

-
Managing ESG Risks Through Collaboration

E@orts – Conversation with Johnny
Mattimore

In this episode of ESG Insights, host Donna
Bales, speaks with Johnny Mattimore, Global
Head of Risk and Sustainable Finance at First
Derivatives. We look at ESG from a risk lens -
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CRTA Upcoming Events

For the 3rd year in a row on March 8, we are
bringing together inspiring women on

International Women’s Day.  Using this year’s
theme for International Women’s Day, Digital

Equality, the panel is meant to inspire and
break down barriers in the Jeld and seek

allyship.  This years session will be moderated
by Adeline Cheng, CRTA advisor and National

Risk Lead at EY

Joining Adeline is:

Nathalie Martineau, Regional Director,
FINTRAC

Romana Mizdrak, Managing Director,
O]ce of the Superintendent of

Financial Services
Yanny Young, Manager, Innovation in
Finance, Market Regulations, Alberta

Securities Commission

RegTech Meetup
On March 29 at 5pm, you are invited to join

the Canadian RegTech Association & QUODD -

Register

Derivatives. We look at ESG from a risk lens -
examining regulatory drivers, the maturity of
capital market participants in understanding
ESG exposures and how we can avoid past

mistakes by using open source and proxy data
and collaborative eVorts for baseline data.
Johnny shares First Derivatives eVorts in

establishing a technology cohort to work on an
open source sustainable Jnance taxonomy - to
create open source data models of regulations

and have them peer reviewed reducing
duplication. 
Listen here

-
In 2023, the CRTA is introducing two new podcast
series - one focused on Financial Crime and the

other on Sustainability. If members have content
ideas or want to participate, contact:

info@canadianregtech.ca

The Use of AI Along the Customer Life-Cycle
H3M: H3M Analytics at Session

In this demo, Tolga Kurt, Managing Partner at
H3M Analytics walks us through a use case

using Federated Active Learning and how it can
enhance the Jght against Jnancial crime. He
follows with a use case that  combines active

learning and federated learning.
Watch here

-

AWS: Content Moderation
This presentation shows use cases for content
moderations and delves into the use of AI to

locate sensitive information (PII data). As
organizations begin to strengthen their privacy
management programs, this is a technology to

explore.
Watch here

-
Banking Labs

In his presentation Dr, Ravi Gadela of Banking
Labs shows the audience the value of using AI

for automated decision making. He
demonstrates a few use cases and the

associated analytic dashboards to display the
results. See this PowerPoint for more

information.
Watch here
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the Canadian RegTech Association & QUODD -
our newest member org. for a casual 'after-

work' Meetup at Reds Wine Bar in downtown
Toronto, 77 Adelaide St West.

Meet & mingle & network with professionals
from the Jnancial services industry & broad

technology community. Learn about the
CRTA's 2023 areas of focus, meet founders and

Sr. leaders from RegTech companies & your
peers from the banks.

Our sponsor for the evening is QUODD - a
market leading services company that

supports the digital adoption of market data
for wealth and asset servicing. Their best-of-
breed market data content is integrated into

one single client-centric digital platform.

With March being Fraud Prevention Month
we have a upcoming podcast. Subscribe to

RegTech Round-Up on your favourite
podcast channel or watch our social for its

release!
In this episode of RegTech Round-up, Charlene
Sebastian, Head of Client Success at MinervaAI

and strategic advisor with the Canadian
RegTech Association (CRTA), chats with Gene
DiMira, a Canadian Anti-Money Laundering
and Digital Identity pioneer, and Leigh Day,

Business Development Canada for Yoti a
leading digital identity veriJcation provider
about IDV: what it is (and what it’s not), and

how you can seamlessly meet critical
regulatory requirements. We also demystify
some of the key challenges and perceived

barriers to implementation, and discuss how
to prepare for a successful IDV launch.

Embedded Compliance
To keep pace with the velocity of business and
customer expectations, organizations will need

to have digital compliance capabilities. This
goes beyond point solutions and software to

make better predictions to automated
decision-making. In this session we will discuss
the drivers of automated decision making and
the challenges organizations face in moving to
implementing system-wide changes. Look out

for this exciting event in April 2023.

Register

Guide to BeneWcial Ownership - How to
strengthen your AML compliance program

Minerva AI's guide outlines mandatory
requirements for doing business in Canada,
the United States, the United Kingdom, the

European Union, Australia and Singapore; the
progress of their registries, along with key

challenges and how you can strengthen your
beneJcial ownership program through the use

of open source data and artiJcial
intelligence to make your AML compliance

processes work better and cost less.
Read more

CSA enhances regulation of unregistered
crypto asset trading platforms

This article by Miller Thomson LLP discusses
the implications of StaV Notice 21-332: Crypto

Asset Trading Platforms: Pre-Registration
Undertakings Changes to Enhance Canadian
Investor Protection. The new requirements

introduced by the StaV Notice will position
Canada at the forefront of crypto asset

regulation by contributing to transitioning the
crypto asset market towards regulatory parity

with the securities market in relation to
important matters, like investor protection.

Read more

New Members

A warm welcome the newest members of
the CRTA community: Napier AI

and Cappitech S&P Global Market Intelligence.
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Solving regulatory challenges through
collaborative discussion and engagement in

proof-of-concept initiatives.

If your organization would like to learn more

about the beneJts of being a member of our
dynamic and inkuential community, please
send an email to 'info@canadianregtech.ca'

Archive: February 2023 Edition

Subscribe

If you were forwarded this newsletter and
wish to directly receive The RegTech Exclusive

monthly, subscribe below. Cancel anytime.

Join the CRTA

Follow us on LinkedIn

Subscribe
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Have questions or suggestions on the RegTech Exclusive? Click here to contact us.

"Actively lead proactive, progressive dialogue amongst industry
innovators, and policy-makers..."
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